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CER价格随碳市场跳跃而上涨 
 

 
Los precios de los RCEs aumentan a medida que saltan los mercados del carbono 
 

 
Preço das RCEs aumenta com o crescimento do mercado de carbono 
 
 
The prices of Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) continue to rise into June after 
a solid upward trend throughout May. New concerns over supply of the Kyoto CDM 
carbon credits, bullish signals on demand and the rising world oil price have 
combined to push up the price of issued CERs on the secondary market by almost 
20 per cent since April 30. 
 
On June 3, the price of the benchmark December 2008 CER futures contract hit 
€19 for the first time, closing at €19.04 on the European Climate Exchange. Dec 
08s are up more than €3 in little over a month. Dec 09s closed at €18.55 and Dec 
12s at €19.50. 
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The price increased in June 2008 to over 19 EUR for Secondary CERs.



 
Trading volumes have lifted, with exchanges transacting 40 million tonnes (mt) of 
secondary CERs in May compared to 23mt in April, according to Reuters 
Interactive data. More carbon exchanges offering CER trade has boosted the 
market but there have also been factors specific to demand and supply pushing up 
prices.  
 
Hints that Germany might campaign against the European Commission proposal 
for no new CER allowance in the EU ETS post 2012 have helped boost buyer 
sentiment. Adding to demand expectations is the amendment of the leading 
climate change bill heading to Congress in the US, to allow the use of international 
Kyoto-standard offset credits in its proposed emissions trading scheme.  
 
Although the Lieberman-Warner bill is unlikely to pass Congress this time around, 
it is at least a reflection of the latest consensus thinking among pro-climate-action 
politicians on how future US global warming policy should be shaped. 
 
Analysts’ predictions that the flow of new issues of CERs will be tempered by the 
earthquake in central China have added to supply concerns. The bulk of worldwide 
CER supply currently comes from China, which accounted for 73 per cent of all 
CERs issued last year. Ongoing delays in the processing of issuances by the CDM 
Executive Board has also caused analysts to downgrade total supply forecasts for 
the Kyoto commitment period up to 2012. 
 
It’s always hard to get a feel for how prices in the primary CER market are 
changing. This is due to the varying contractual conditions in purchase agreements 
for future CERs in carbon offset projects under development. But you can be sure 
project developers and financiers will be watching EUA and secondary CER market 
developments and raising price expectations in response. 
 
From €8 to €14 appears to be the range currently, depending on the stage pf the 
development of the project, host country conditions and the type of technology 
involved. 
 
Related stories: 
CERs may get new boost from oil 
CER market gets US boost 
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It means Primary CER price is about 42% to 73% of Secondary CER. Low ratio is for projects in early stages with large risks and higher ratio for already registered projects, ready to deal CERs.



CER prices lift on supply concerns 
Germany opposes EU CDM cutbacks 
EUAs at €25 amid bullish signals 
Forestry VERs: Higher prices despite brake on projects 
 
JOBS: Vacancies in climate change & sustainability  
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